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„Active RepositoryTM offers
smart archiving and content
integration

functionality.

The technology integrates
seamlessly with all Microsoft
products and third party
back-end and LOB systems.
Active RepositoryTM provides both archiving capabilities for long term storage,
and

content

integration.

Thus, it gives users the ability
to search third-party content
repositories and move items
to/from Office System 2007
and third-party repositories.
The sophistication of the
tecmasters.net

technology

and continued commitment
to innovation has made their
offering very compelling. “
Reiner Weißsieker
IT Manager
Gebr. Brasseler GmbH
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ECM AS PART OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE

STANDARD INTERFACE
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tecmasters fills this gap and provides a solution
that is seamlessly integrated into all Microsoft
products and fits tightly with the Microsoft ECM
framework. It guarantees investment protection
and long-term planning.
LONG-TERM STORAGE
Active Repository™ Manager is not only an intelligent Content Integration technology. Active Repository™ can be enhanced with powerful long-term archiving functionalities, so that
companies can securely and permanently store
immense volumes of fixed information in a robust and highly available environment. It ensures ensure information accuracy, consistency,
and timeliness. Its extended storage support
leverage existing corporate
data storage devices such as magnetic, magnetic worm, CAS, and tape. It is possible to manage various unstructured content types such
as HTML, XML, PDF, documents, SAP data, Cold,
eMail, images, video and audio streams, and it
supports complex document management application requirements.
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